Introduction
The KAYO Credits Platform would be an ecosystem where Gamers can earn by
monetizing their skills. It would work as a platform for gamers to set up shops for their
services, it will also work as in-game assets trade validator, utilize powerful escrow
system for fair and fast transactions, and would work as on/off game Wagering platform
through utility tokens. All this would be monetized by KAYO Credits as a currency which
comes with robust features and toolsets.

Key features of the Project


A platform that enables players to challenge each other and earn Kayo Credits



In-Game assets transaction validator.



Escrow Service for peer to peer transaction.



Fraud solution for gaming trades



SDK for seamless integration with any games.



Platform for gamers to earn money through skills.



Single currency for multiple usage on the platform.



Place for sponsors to market their products.



Marketing platform for e-sports events.



Arbitration services for any disputes.

Who can use KayoCredits?
Kayo Credits is beneficial for all gamers, Game developers/content creators as well as
communities. With the Kayo Credits in their Wallet, the gamers can challenge other
gamers or rent out their services as mentors, drill instructors, coaches and rival
challengers to improve their skill set by challenging high-level gamers. It's fair and fast
escrow system helps to secure the win amount in a challenge. It enables them to
buy/sell without cheating and to compete with others for rank and earning of Kayo
Credits. It also allows you to get the member profiles through 3rd party gaming platforms
like Steam, and mobile gaming platform API. Create a team to compete with other teams
and earn more kayocredits.
Exchange the Kayo credits tokens in to other cryptocurrencies and FIAT money through
FIAT exchanges.
The game developers/ content creators can sell other game assets on the Kayo platfor.
They can set up a virtual goods store with time-limited/subscription based goods. No
chargeback on cancellation, minimal transaction fees and decentralized payment
platform with no mediators. The communities can support their favorite gamers and
games here. They can earn by participating in the fair betting system on matches and
third-party games with the Kayo smart Wallet.

Token Sale Phases in ICO
KAYO Credits will be a utility token with a hard cap of 1 Billion. 20 KYO can be bought
with $1 and the maximum possible amount of Kayo for sale is 1 Billion. The actual
amount of Kayo to issue will be known after the token sale. The presale will start on May
30th 2018, which will be closed on June 30th, 2018. The Main token sale is to be
announced. BTC, ETH, LTC, USD, GBP and EUR are the currencies accepted with a
minimum purchase amount of 1ETH or $500 in the presale. A bonus of 30%-10% will be
available for the presale from April 30th- June 30th but no bonus will be there on main
token sale.

Distribution of funds after Pre-Sale

Kayo Credits is a unique project, which aims to reward gamers and help them
monetize their accumulated and refined skill set. It also helps game developers
and advertisers find niche audience for their products and services.
Our Pre-sale will start on the 30th of May, 2018 and registrations are open for the
KYC whitelist. Please visit https://kayoCredits.io and register for the whitelist.
In case of any questions, you can contact us on info@kayocredits.io

Thank you
Team Kayo Credits

